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Security
We put data security at the forefront of
everything we do because we understand
that your data is sensitive and valuable.

Access Control

You are in the driving seat! As an organisation you have
complete control over who you invite into your account
and total flexibility when it comes to giving users
access to individual matters and contracts. You can
further control access by using roles and permissions
settings within LawVu.

We support and encourage integration with your
organisation’s single sign on technology using
SAML2.0 and we require all SSO integrations to utilise
SCIM provisioning for extra security. You can also
enforce multi-factor authentication across your
organisation’s account.

Internally we implement a password standard with
enforced complexity rules across our organisation and
use SSO with enforced 2FA wherever possible.

Encryption

All data that passes between you and LawVu is
encrypted using industry-standard security protocols.
LawVu also encrypts all databases, backups and
transaction logs at rest.

Availability

LawVu offers a 99.95% uptime SLA. The service is
delivered via the extremely secure and reliable
Microsoft Azure.

All LawVu data is replicated in real-time from our primary
servers to a secondary data region so that in the
unlikely event of a complete outage at a data center we
can transition operations over to a secondary location.

In addition to the above we also maintain a 35 day
point-in-time restore backup capability and push a
daily backup to a secondary subscription.

Security and Compliance

LawVu maintains a comprehensive organisation
wide Information Security Management System
that is externally audited against a number of world
class standards.

LawVu is ISO 27001 certified and SOC 1 and SOC 2
compliant and has achieved an independent seal of
compliance from Compliancy Group, LLC and
continues to work with them on an ongoing basis to
maintain and illustrate HIPAA compliance. For more
information, see our trust centre at https://lawvu.com/
trust-center

We partner with industry-leading security vendors to
leverage their expertise and knowledge as well as have
them perform independent testing on our entire
platform on a regular basis. This helps to ensure that
we continue to maintain the highest possible security
standards at all times.

Azure Government

LawVu serves a number of government clients
worldwide and are able to offer additional security
assurances via our standalone mission-critical Azure
Government stack.

Azure Government offers the broadest level
of certifications of any cloud provider to
simplify even the most critical government
compliance requirements.


